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Executive Summary & Overview 

Which organizations will successfully grow revenue, cut costs and increase competitiveness despite a 

challenging economy?  According to IDC, those winning organizations “will be information-

centered,” with the ability to “monitor and mine information [and] unite access to all data sources – 

structured and unstructured.”1 

Attivio’s Active Intelligence Engine (AIE) provides information-centered business agility by enabling 

users to access and analyze all related enterprise information – regardless of data type (structured, 

semi-structured or unstructured) and regardless of original data source.  

This informational agility is made possible by AIE’s schema-less universal index along with AIE’s 

ability to perform ad hoc relational JOINs (“AIE JOIN”) of all related data and content, with no 

advance data modeling or pre-defined joins between information sources required. 

The ability to perform ad hoc JOINs with the agility offered by the universal index is groundbreaking 

functionality that was conceived, developed, and patented by Attivio. 

AIE JOIN enables highly agile integration of data and content through uniquely flexible capabilities 

that surpass those of SQL JOIN (databases) and search engines. A comparison of the limitations of 

relational database and search engine technologies are summarized in the table below. 

Integrates Data? Integrates Content? 

Yes, however: 

Database model (schema) must be fully 
defined in advance to enable SQL JOIN 

Limited: 

 Only content stored within a database;
also may not perform full-text search of
that content

 SQL text operators (e.g., LIKE,
CONTAINS) are limited to pattern
recognition, lacking linguistics and text
analytics found in enterprise search

Limited: 

 Must “flatten” databases to enable
ingestion, losing relationships between
data

 Addition of new databases will require
complete re-indexing and “re-
flattening” of all data.

 Some solutions may require building
pre-defined joins to enable relating
data and content

Yes: 

… with strong linguistic and text analytics 

capabilities to find related and relevant 
content with Google-like simplicity 

 
Yes: 

Complete with the ability to JOIN related 
data and content, with no “flattening” of 
databases and no advance data modeling 
required 

Yes: 

Provides the best capabilities of enterprise 
search and business intelligence (BI) to 
JOIN related and relevant content and 
data with Google-like simplicity or using BI 
tools and other access options 

Relational 
Databases 
(RDBMS)

Enterprise 
Search

Active 
Intelligence 

 Engine™ 
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This technology brief will review in further detail the flexibility and agility of AIE JOIN and explore an 

example of AIE JOIN in action, powering a financial services dashboard that freely integrates and 

presents all data and content related to user queries. 

AIE JOIN: Combining the Best of Databases & Enterprise Search 

Accessing and correlating structured data and unstructured content together from separate 

information silos requires significant manual effort and precious IT resources, often resulting in stale, 

still-incomplete information. Attivio has solved this critical problem through its unified information 

access (UIA) platform, indexing, joining and presenting previously isolated structured and 

unstructured information sources, and enabling the comprehensive, easily-accessed, business-

building insights organizations are looking for, using the end user’s tool of choice. 

Traditionally, the methods for accessing unstructured content and structured data were divided: 

enterprise search engines were used for finding unstructured content (documents, email, etc.) and 

relational database systems (RDBMS) were needed for retrieving data. 

“Flattening” Databases Loses Critical Information 

Meanwhile, enterprise search engines did not look at databases, leaving their contents out of search 

results. More recently, some search engines added an ability to ingest data by converting relational 

data to an index model. This requires running a query in the database to produce a single table – a 

“flattened” (denormalized) view that can be indexed such that each row is a “document,” and each 

column is a field within it. 

Unfortunately, such “flattened” databases are quite bloated size-wise, as information originally 

included just once within one table of the original database now must be duplicated repeatedly. 

Even worse, the relationships between data is discarded, severely diminishing its business value. 

This sample database (Fig.1) contains three 

simple tables: Users, News, and Comments. 

Flattening these tables using User as the 

parent record enables querying users and 

their comments; for example, find users 

from the domain attivio.com whose 

comment included the word “agree”. 

Including news content in the query would 

require extensive duplication (Fig.2). 

Unfortunately, despite this flattened data no longer supports precise querying against news articles. 

For example, if you search for users who used the term “agree” in a comment for a news article with 

“search” in its title, you would get back both of the users in Fig. 2 above, which is incorrect: In the 

Fig.2 

Fig.1 
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first case, the “agree” comment relates to the second article, not the first one that contains the 

desired term “search.” 

This is the downside of flattening: it is a lossy process in which useful relational data is discarded. 

In contrast, Attivio's Active Intelligence Engine (AIE) uses a hybrid index structure that supports both 

flat and relational indexing models. AIE's query-time JOIN operator allows selection of relationships 

between tables as would be expressed in SQL, and use full-text search at the same time. JOIN 

elegantly solves the problems that result from the translation of relational data to inverted indexing. 

For example, AIE can index the users, news, and comment tables as separate tables - no flattening 

required - and queries, using the JOIN operator, can answer virtually any question about the data. 

Attivio’s AIE JOIN capability is the key to solving the problem of assembling data from both content 

sources and databases without losing data relationships and without requiring building a data model 

(schema) in advance.  

“The Devil’s in the Details”: Limitations of SQL JOIN 

While database developers are very well versed in the use of SQL JOIN, it is important to recognize 

the compelling new power AIE JOIN offers beyond SQL JOIN. 

JOIN originated as a Structured Query Language (SQL) clause for use in relational databases and is 

not available in search engines. The SQL JOIN operation combines records from two or more tables 

in a relational database, linking specific fields to create a single result set. SQL JOIN allows efficiency 

by enabling smaller table structures. 

Though very powerful, SQL JOINs, as previously noted, are limited to database use only, not content 

repositories. Relational databases and JOIN semantics, require fully predefined schemas and 

normalized data. In addition, most JOINs will need to be analyzed and tuned by Database 

Administrators for acceptable performance. All of this can become a very long, cumbersome 

process, demanding substantial time and resources to plan, develop, test and maintain.  

Most database methods do not perform full-text searching of content; those that do require the 

content to be stored and organized in database tables. It should be noted that SQL text operators 

such as LIKE and CONTAINS are limited to finding documents based on pattern recognition. Effective 

textual searching requires linguistics and text analytics commonly found in enterprise search 

technologies; including: 

 Stemming reduces words to their root or stem word; e.g.; identifying fish as the stem word

for fishing and fishy; while the stem word for better would be identified as good

 Lemmatization works similarly to stemming, but operates on the full text, recognizing parts

of speech (e.g., using stemming and lemmatization, a search for bike would find documents

with bicycle, biking and cycling as well as bike) without relying on string pattern recognition

 And much more: spelling correction, synonym expansion; entity extraction (people, places,

etc.), key phrase extraction, etc.

Key Innovations of Attivio’s Patented AIE JOIN 

AIE JOIN was conceived, developed and patented by Attivio; it is not found in any other enterprise 

information management product. AIE JOIN offers unique functionality beyond the SQL JOIN of 

relational databases (RDBMS). The key innovations offered by AIE are: 
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 Indexing databases on a table-by-table basis, retaining their relational structure (no

“flattening”)

 Treating data and content equally in the same universal index

 Making JOINs available for all unstructured content sources as well as all structured data

sources included in the universal index

 Executing the JOIN operation on an ad hoc basis at query time, whereas database JOINs

must be set up prior to queries

 Not requiring predefined data schemas (table definitions), relationships (any sub-queries can

be joined), or models for how data is to be extracted from sources

The JOIN operator in AIE, which is part of Attivio’s Advanced Query Language, allows all matching 

information to be retrieved from disparate sources without any of the prior set-up and data 

modeling that are required for databases. In other words, with AIE you do not have to JOIN tables in 

advance. 

The AIE JOIN is executed when the query is issued. The information that is JOINed can originate in 

content or databases, including different databases whose tables are not linked with a SQL JOIN. 

This means that with one query, AIE JOIN allows you to gather and analyze all types of information, 

regardless of source or format. 

Queries that use AIE JOIN ask for multiple pieces of information, containing a string of at least two 

sub-queries, with each sub-query requesting one type of information. For example, a query with 

sub-queries could ask for “January sales (one sub-query) for XYZ products (one sub-query) included 

in Wall Street Journal articles (one sub-query).” AIE sub-queries can be a table or a complex query 

(including nested JOINs). The sub-queries are dynamically combined on any fields.  

Unlike relational databases, common keys are not required and relationships among fields and 

tables do not need to be pre-defined. Instead, a record is created on the fly to contain the data and 

content that match the query. 

AIE also leverages its JOIN operator and universal index to easily enforce the most complex user 

permissions with high performance. AIE’s Active Security model stores permissions for users, groups, 
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roles, etc. and access control lists (ACLs) in a separate security table in the AIE universal index, 

without requiring a separate database. At query time, AIE will automatically JOIN and present all 

information that matches a user query, as well as the user’s permissions. Only the data and content 

the user is allowed to see is presented. 

The scalability and fast performance of AIE’s Active Security are expected in the database world, but 

not in the enterprise search world, where typical document-centric security models (“early binding” 

and “late binding”) are difficult to manage, require substantial ongoing system maintenance, and 

pose very challenging technical tasks, such as updating metadata and other parts of a record. 

No other enterprise information platform provides the agility of AIE and the scale and performance 

of Active Security – yet another way Attivio leverages its JOIN capability. 

AIE JOIN in Action: A Financial/BI Dashboard Example 

This sample financial 

services customer 

dashboard leverages AIE 

JOIN to let users explore 

integrated and correlated 

data and content in ways 

not otherwise possible, 

including combining 

customer’s past 

transactions, portfolio 

allocations, customer’s 

areas of interest, 

preferences, etc. 

The dashboard is 

populated from large sets 

of structured data and 

unstructured content, all 

universally indexed in AIE. 

Behind the scenes, AIE leverages its universal index to JOIN structured data from transactional and 

CRM databases as well as unstructured content – customer emails, chat logs, phone call transcripts, 

documents, etc. AIE also utilizes advanced text analytics, including categorizing previous customer 

inquiries, calculating levels of positive or negative customer sentiment expressed by the customer 

previously towards different financial investment products, etc. 

A query for any entity (noun phrase) in the search box, for example, presents a set of information – 

data and content, JOINed on an ad hoc basis at query time – about the entity(ies) the user requests. 

When the user issues a simple query, for example: “John O. Smith” (or selects this name from facet 

recommendations), the JOIN query is executed, and the customer management interface is 

populated with data and content related to that customer. 

Because AIE natively supports SQL with ODBC/JDBC connectivity, popular agile business intelligence 

(BI) tools such as TIBCO Spotfire, Tableau and QlikView can be used as a visual front end to access 

and present the unified data and content in AIE’s universal index. 
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This unified customer financial data and content – made possible by AIE’s query-time JOIN capability 

– empowers customer reps to proactively manage customer conversations in a helpful and relevant

manner, such as directing a customer towards products and services for which that customer has

previously expressed interest and positive sentiment.

The result: significantly enhanced new revenue opportunities from highly satisfied existing 

customers. 

By comparison, the standard SQL required to accomplish similar results would: 

 Depend on significant up-front work to define the data model, design the schema and

structure the content in tables

 Access only database records; can’t access unstructured content via search

 Require two multi-line queries (one for data, one for content)

 Offer only faceted navigation of structured data – or no faceted navigation at all

The above-noted complexity relate simply to formulating standard SQL similar to the results already 

provided behind the scenes by AIE JOIN. It does not address the challenges of integrating essential 

text analytics, sentiment analysis, etc. – which, of course, are already incorporated within AIE. 

Additionally, AIE’s syntax for building this dashboard is much simpler than SQL; for example, the SQL 

UNION that unites the two queries to access the data and content requires the same number of 

columns (with matching types) from both the data and content queries. AIE does not have this 

reliance on columns or on pre-defined schemas, so queries can be more flexible. 

Conclusion: AIE JOIN Enables Insight from All Information Sources 

AIE JOIN ensures that all relevant enterprise information – structured data, semi-structured data and 

unstructured content alike – can be accessed with an unrivaled level of information agility: 

 Schema-less indexing that enables dynamic, relational joining of all structured and

unstructured information

 No advance data modeling required

 Databases retain their relational structure; no “flattening” of databases required

 Ad hoc JOINs executed at query time, returning all related data and content

Information returned by AIE can be used to populate charts, tables or other interfaces and can 

include both data and content, including: 

 Data tables

 Charts

 KPIs

 Lists of relevant unstructured content

 Data extracted from content

 Data calculated based on text analysis of content (e.g., sentiment analysis), in-engine

analytics, and more

As a powerful “Analyze Everything” platform, AIE provides highly flexible and easily implemented 

indexing, joining and presentation of all enterprise information, regardless of data type or desired 

end user access method. 
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About Attivio 

Attivio’s unified information access platform, the Active Intelligence Engine (AIE), redefines the 

business impact of our customers’ information assets, so they can quickly seize opportunities, solve 

critical challenges and fulfill their strategic vision. 

Attivio correlates disparate silos of structured data and 

unstructured content in ways never before possible.  Offering 

both intuitive search capabilities and the power of SQL, AIE 

seamlessly integrates with existing BI and big data tools to 

reveal insight that matters, through the access method that 

best suits each user’s technical skills and priorities. Please visit 

us at www.attivio.com. 

Attivio and Active Intelligence Engine are trademarks of Attivio, Inc. All other names are trademarks of their 

respective companies. 

Attivio, Inc. • 275 Grove Street • Newton, MA 02466 USA 

o +1.857.226.5040 • f +1.857.226.5072 • info@attivio.com• www.attivio.com
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